
Modern History Notes 

The Fall of the Romanovs 

o Romanovs had ruled Russia for over 300 years – since 1813 

o Empire comprised of 1/6 of the globe 

o Russia’s geography shaped type of country it was – harsh climate, small fertile 

land, country of extremes  

o Reactionary government  

1. Political, social and economic grievances in early twentieth-century Russia 

Need to now add 
the questions in 
here to test 
yourself on the 
notes in column 
2 

Importance  
- Largest country in world/vast geographical size 
- Strong tradition in autocratic rule 
- Often engaged with rivalries with other countries  

             : European nations, rivalry with US in 20th C 

Politics 
- Autocracy  

: Tsar has complete power/rule alone 
- Tsar seen as ‘God’ 

:appointed by God, ruled as his representative, head of Russian 
orthodox church 

- Highly conservative government 
- Other European countries developed democratic institutions 
- Economy also not developed at same pace  

Hierarchy 
- Supported by orthodox church 
- Decisions carried out by large bureaucracy 

: ineffective, corruption, slow 
- Opposition repressed, controlled population by army, police 

: Okhrana = secret police  
- Rigid social structure, small elite  

Tsar                                   : 0.5% 
Nobles + bureaucrats : 12% 

                                  Russian orthodox church : ^  
Imperial guard/military : 1.5% 

                      Capitalists (emerging new class) : 4% 
                          Peasants : 82% 



Society  
- Serfdom 

: agg workers tied to land by contract, paid small amount 
:abolished in 1861, but attitudes + habits continued 

- Nobility + bureaucracy 
: carried out decisions by Tsar 
:size of Russia made it difficult to carry out decisions  

- Russian Orthodox Church 
:supported ‘divine right to rule’ 
:control of peasants as many attended worship 
:extensive power but corrupt 

Poverty  
- 80% were peasants (dark masses) 
- Needed to expand to feed population + obtain fertile land  
- Underdeveloped economy 

Population 
- Absorbed a large number of non – Russians 
- Ethnic Russians = 44% of total population (1897) 
- Led to governing difficulties, instability, language + religion 

differences 

Development 
- Largely agricultural with developing industry  
- By 1990, development westwards came into contact with 

European affairs 
- Brought into contact with diplomatic system   

: franco/Russian alliance 1892, support if attacked by 
Germany/hungry  

- Needed to expand towards east + south to secure ports 
: conflict with Japan + china  



2. Nicholas II as an autocrat 

Nicholas II 
- Gentle, weak, indecisive leader 
- Out of touch with his people 
- Uneducated for his role 
- Surrounded himself with ppl who only said what he wanted to 

hear/entertained him  
- Deeply religious  
- Happily married to Alexandra who controlled him  

: ‘love blinded them to the fury that raged outside their palace’ 

- Tsar at 26 after his father’s death -  
- Believed he was unfit to reign : not been taught, never wanted to  

:‘What will happen to mother, to you, to Russia’ 

Tsarina Alexandria 
- Austrian princess, granddaughter of Queen Victoria 
- Unpopular, stubborn, strong willed 

: hated by Russians, ‘Austrian bitch’ 
- Pressured Nicholas to preserve the autocracy  
- Later fell under influence of Rasputin 

Family 
- 4 girls (Anastasia, Tatiana, Olga, Maria) 
- 1 son, Alexi adored by Nicholas 

: Suffered from haemophilia (life-threatening), seen as a 
weakness, covered up  
:Tsarina blamed herself for his illness   

3. The Tsar’s failure to address the problems of Russia 

Working class discontent  
- Rapid industrial growth finished in 1897 

: dropped to 1% by 1901            wage cuts, unemployment  
- Resulted in increased strikes 

: army used against striking workers 
:demanded improved living conditions, unions, shorter day, rights 

- Peasant rebellion 
: famine in 1890s           attacking property/landowners  

- By 1904          growing political opposition  
- Tsar is oblivious  

Widespread propaganda 



What 
were the 
main 
groups 
wanting 
change? 

- Improved literacy           open to new ideas, revolutionary ideas  
:Army recruits returning had literacy  
:Most poor people in cities could read by 1900  

Hierarchy changes  
- Importance of nobility decline 
- Merchants (bourgeoisie), intelligentsia+ officials grew in numbers  

: result of industrialisation  
: almost flip of previous Russian structure, merchants the richest 
:provided most leadership of revolution  

Radical political parties/ideas 
- Liberalism (political + civil rights of ordinary people) 

: strong parliament 
:constitutional monarchy  
:free + fair elections 
:constitution  
:wanted democracy  

- Marxism/socialism (wealth + power shared equally among people) 
:revolution - no tsar or church  
:classless society 
:people govern themselves 
:society owns means of production  

: believed monarchies, governments, bourgeoisie were enemies of 
working class 
:believed proletarian revolutions will occur 

    - Russian Social Democratic Labour Party 
       : Menshevik (minority) 
           slow evolution of communism 
           more moderate approach to revolution  

       : Bolshevik (majority, led by Lenin) 
           organised revolution by small group of revolutionaries  
           working class needed leadership  

Undermining of Tsars authority  
Russo – Japanese war (1905) 

- Diplomatic, military defeat  
- First victory of Asian power over a European power  
- Evidence of military weakness          discontent, demands for reform 

- Needed ice free port  
:war distracted people from economic problems 



- End of 19th C competition between major world powers for land   
            Russian expansionism, east was logical (trans-Siberian railway) 

- Liaotang Peninsula strategically important (Port Arthur) 
: Battle of Tsushima Strait (May 1905) 
:Russian fleet was intercepted + destroyed by Jap army (GB + America 
were allied) 
:propaganda win for tsars enemies             symbolism  

- Lost because  
:arrogance in underestimating Japan (Jap readiness, skill, spirit) 
:poor military planning, strategy  (yellow funnels on ships) 
:Low morale, poor quality soldiers 
:disadvantage in fighting a long way from home  

- Treaty of Portsmouth (Sept 1905) 
:Brokered by USA 
:Japan controlled Liaotong Peninsula, Port Arthur, railway 
:Russia agreed not to compete with Japan for Korea  

Bloody Sunday (Jan 1905) 
- Father Georgy Gapon leads demonstration of 150,000 in St 

Petersburg, present petition to Tsar asking for better human rights 
: reasonable in demands, addresses Tsar with respect/reverence 

- Soldiers fire on crowds, 100-1500 dead  
: represents breaking of unspoken contract between Tsar + people, 
‘not little father’, no tsar for the people 
:Tsar was horrified at what happened           still his fault 

- Grand Duke Sergei, Tsar’s uncle killed 
- Spontaneous uprising due to circumstances, not for communism 

(Marxists warp for their cause)  

4. The role of World War I in the fall of the tsarist regime 

5. Romanovs today  


